JANUARY 2016

Executive Director’s HIV/AIDS Report

Report of the Executive Director Yury Fedotov on 59th session of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs: "Responding to the prevalence of HIV/AIDS and other blood-borne diseases among drug users"

The report provides an overview of the response of the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) to the spread of HIV/AIDS and other blood-borne diseases among people who use drugs, including people in prisons and summarizes the activities implemented by UNODC in 2014 and 2015.

It contains recommendations and indicates gaps and remaining challenges in responding to HIV/AIDS and other blood-borne diseases among people who use drugs.

Read the report here
FEBRUARY 2016

1—4 February | SA Drug Policy Week

The UNODC Regional Office in South Africa participated in the first SA Drug Policy Week. The event aimed to review and discuss South African Drug Policy and increase awareness about the UNGASS 2016 process among national policy makers and civil society. More than 80 members of national, provincial and local government, academia and civil society as well as participants from West and Southern Africa and the Indian Ocean Islands attended the event over the three days of presentations and deliberations.
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18 February | Ukraine UNGASS Preparations

To discuss preparation of Ukraine's delegation to #UNGASS2016, UNODC Programme Office in Ukraine took part in a working meeting with State Service of Ukraine for Drug Control, representatives of the ministries of health, internal affairs, foreign affairs and other partner organizations to discuss preparation of Ukraine's delegation.

Mirzahid Sultanov, UNODC HIV/AIDS Advisor in Ukraine at the working meeting. Photo: UNODC Ukraine
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15—18 February | Harm Reduction Meeting


The meeting was organized by the International Drug Policy Consortium (IDPC), Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH on behalf of the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ) of Germany, the Drug Commissioner of the Federal Government of Germany, jointly with the

(R) Aldo Lale-Demoz, Deputy Executive Director, Director Division for Operations and Global Coordinator for HIV and AIDS, UNODC
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To increase awareness about the benefits of methadone maintenance therapy for people who use drugs and for the community, the Ministry of Health and Social Development and UNODC Kazakhstan announced the winners of the first Methadone Maintenance Therapy Reporting Journalist Awards, on 10 March.

In its inaugural edition five journalists were recognised for their exemplary reporting of the Methadone Maintenance Therapy.

The Grand Prize - a study tour to a European country - was awarded to Mrs. Meyramgul Nygmetova (photo left) from Astana for the radio programme "About Methadone Assisted Treatment" on "Shalkar", "Kazakh" radio channels.

The other winners were: Mrs. Dinara Kinderbayeva and Mrs. Vera Lyahovskaya for best publication in the regional printed media and national media respectively; Mrs. Aziza Yeshmetova and Mrs. Meyramgul Nygmetova for best broadcast on radio and TV channels (national and regional) and Mrs. Aynagul Bakimbayeva for best publication in online media. Read the full story here
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14 March | CND Science Addressing Drugs and HIV

On the side-lines of the 59th Session of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs, the Scientific Statement - Science addressing Drugs and HIV: State of the Art was launched. The paper was drafted following a two-day scientific consultation, held by UNODC in Vienna on 10—11 March.

The side event was co-chaired by Kristian Ødegaard from the Permanent Mission of Norway to the United Nations in Vienna and Aldo Lale-Demoz, Deputy Executive Director, Director of Division for Operations and Global Coordinator for HIV/AIDS, UNODC. Read the full news item here.

12—14 March | ICAAP 12 in Bangladesh

The 12 International Congress on AIDS in Asia and the Pacific (ICAAP) was held in Dhaka Bangladesh. ICAAP is the largest forum on AIDS held in the Asia and the Pacific region. Dr Anne Bergenstrom, Regional HIV Adviser South Asia, represented UNODC at the conference in a symposium on risks and challenges for people who inject drugs in Asia.

14 March | New Year, New Website

The new look UNODC website went live.
Visit the website here and send your thoughts and comments to AIDS@unodc.org.

Publication Alert

Living with the Double Stigma of Drug Use and HIV in Pakistan

In the final post of the miniseries focusing on harm reduction in Asia and the Pacific, authors Dr Anne Bergenstrom and Dr Manzoor ul Haq from UNODC Pakistan, paint a picture of drug use and HIV and the issues being faced, in Pakistan.
A group of 15 including governmental representatives, harm reduction services providers and CSOs from Belarus, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan and Ukraine participated in a study tour to Jedmayer-Suchthilfe Wien GmbH in March 2016.

The study tour helped participants to learn more about Vienna City best practices in providing health and social services to vulnerable populations, including people who use drugs, and in ensuring services funding from municipal budget.

**15 March | Study Tour in Vienna**

**17 March**

**UPCOMING EVENTS APRIL - JUNE 2016**

**17 – 21 April**
Special Session of the United Nations General Assembly on the World Drug Problem, New York

**23 - 27 May**
Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice (CCPCJ), Vienna

**8 - 10 June**
High Level Meeting on HIV/AIDS, New York

**19 March | CSO Consultation**

UNODC hosted the Civil Society Informal Consultation on Drug Use and HIV.

The annual meeting was an opportunity for CSO representatives and UNODC HIV team to analyse progress made and reflect on cooperation in 2015 and draft the 2016/2017 work plan.